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Abstract—This work considers a modal vibration analysis of a
thin aluminum square plate structure. The plate is submitted to
harmonic excitation forces in a wide spectrum of frequencies to
get its frequency response function and determine its resonance
frequencies. The main objective is to model and experimentally
validate the most significant resonance frequencies (MSRF) on the
square plate, in order to analyze those that have more amplitude
range and may cause damage to the mechanical structure. The
application of finite element methods (FEM) and experimental
modal analysis allows to compute the modal shapes associated
with the specific resonance frequencies. Moreover, the existing
damping on the plate structure can be modified by using an
adaptive-like piezo-shunt vibration absorber. Such strategy can
be implemented with a few piezoelectric patches and a particular
kind of RL circuits, which can be tuned to minimize the vibration
response of the plate structure at specific resonance frequencies.
Index Terms—Damping injection, Modal analysis, Piezo-shunt
absorber, PZT patch, Plate

For testing the real response of the plate, it will be built
an experimental platform. The plate is then mounted into
a shaker mechanism for injecting a frequency sweep and
acquire the response with data acquisition instrumental. Later
the Frequency Response Function (FRF) of the array, shows
the natural frequencies of the plate and make possible, select
the structure’s MSRF that can be damped with piezo-shunt
absorbers.
II. A LUMINUM SQUARE PLATE
A. Description of the structure
The structure of the study is a square plate of aluminum
alloy 1100, quenching h-14, caliber 18, length L 0.5 m on
each side and thickness h 0.00125 m. With density 2.71 g/cc,
Young’s module 68.9 GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.33.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The vibrations damping on mechanical structures and mechanism, has become a mainly necessity to protect its integrity
and prolong its useful life. For this purpose, exist several
strategies for damping, absorption, energy conversion and
control the harmful vibrations that may cause more structural
damage when it enters in resonant frequencies. One of these
vibrations control technologies is knowings as piezo-shunt
absorbers that are implemented by an array of piezoelectric
patches and electronics RLC circuits with analog components.
This array acting like a sensor or an actuator behavior that
perform an active and dynamic vibrations control.
The piezoelectric patches available actually are PZT and
MFC technologies. Any of these two technologies of patches
can be implemented for the same smart vibration absorption
objective to inject damping to certain resonance frequency
with pros and cons performance for each one.
This work studies the response of this control strategy into
an aluminum square plate with a few mm of thickness that
represent a structural section in two dimensions.
The plate is modeling by finite element method (FEM) to
identify its parameters and study its behavior. This way finds
possible its modal modes.
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Fig. 1. Aluminum alloy square plate.

B. Mathematical modeling of square plate
For the modeling of the square plate we consider the finite
element method (FEM) because this way the structure can
discretize and simplify the analysis. With this method the
structure is segmented into several small pieces that can be
analyzed faster and easily. See fig 2. Each segment is called
finite element and its provided with 4 nodes (i,j,l,m) and
3 degrees of freedom (DOF) (wk , θxk , θyk ) for each node.
Where k = i,j,l,m. As show in fig 3 [1].
The local coordinates are ξ = xa and η = yb with the origin
in the center of each element and the displacement of this
finite element is calculated as follows [1]:
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The mass, stiffness and electromechanical coupling matrices
can be obtained by making numerical integrations [1].
Fig. 2. Square plate FEA.

III. P IEZOELECTRICS TRANSDUCERS
The piezoelectric effect is the property of some materials
for generating electrical energy by deflections or deformation
in the material. This phenomenon can be bidirectional, also
may cause a deformation or bending effect in the piezo if
applied some level of voltage to the material [2]. This property
is useful for making thin patches that can be attached to
structures or mechanism for sensing or actuating proposal.
A. Description of piezoelectric patches

Fig. 3. Square plate’s single finite element description.
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where k = i, j, l, m
Using Kirchhoff’s classical plate theory, the strain generating in the plate is given by
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with ux = −z ∂w
∂x and uy = −z ∂y .
The kinetic energy of a single finite element is described
by
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In addition, the potential energy of a single finite element is
given by
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Considering the Hamilton’s principle [7], the equation of
motion of a single finite element with patches symmetrically
bounded on the top and bottom, results in two variables {ue }
and v..

The piezoelectric patches in the industry, it is known that are
made by two companies mainly in two different technologies.
• The first technology is the PZT (lead zirconate titanate)
that consist in one monolithic surface that can be rigid or
flexible [3], provide a higher gain of electrical energy but
is more brittle, temperature sensible and more expensive.
Is commercialized by Physik Instrumente Co. in the
DuraAct® series.
• The other technology of fabrication of patches patented
by the NASA, is the MFC (Multi-Fiber Composite) that
consists of a mesh of interdigitated electrodes that form
the surface of operation. These patches are more flexible
and have better properties for more extreme ambient
conditions of temperature, pressure and vacuum [4], even
though less gain of electrical energy. They are commercialized by Smart Material® company. Both patches are
shown in fig 4.

a) PZT

b) MFC

Fig. 4. Piezoelectric patches.

B. Mathematical model of a piezoelectric patch
The piezoelectricity, defined as a variation in the electric
displacement Dz across the piezo crystal, resulting from a
change in the applied stress Tz on the same material. Then
the piezoelectric patch can be described as follows [5]
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Fig. 5. Piezo-shunt vibrations absorber.

The modeling of the linear piezoelectric patch considers
besides Dz and Tz these other parameters: Sz material deformation, Ez electrical field in the material, εT dielectric
constant, d piezoelectric constant that can be d33 or d31 , sE
piezoelectric compliance.
IV. P IEZO - SHUNT VIBRATIONS ABSORBER
The need of a smart vibration control makes possible the
design of a method that take benefit of piezoelectric effect
with the flexible patch technology. These patches is possible
to control them by connecting a kind of shunt electronic circuit
connected to the terminals of a piezo patch, that circuit is tuned
for damping a desired resonant frequency. This vibrations
control strategy is called as piezo-shunt absorber [8].
A. Adaptive shunt circuit R-L single mode
The shunt absorber is implemented by an RL circuit, but
due to its needs of high values of inductance that isn’t
commercially available, this is solved by implementing a
kind of circuit based on operational amplifiers called virtual
inductor or synthetic inductance (based on Antoniou inductor
[5]). The current in this inductor is managed by a variable
resistance controlled by voltage, implemented with a JFET
transistor. Due to the opamps are needed to be energized with
a low amount of voltage for its operation, it’s why this kind
of vibrations control is called semi-active damping. However,
how the fabrication is made with simple and cheaper analog
components and have an easy implementation, this strategy is
has become popular for vibrations damping [6].
For an optimal damping is needed an online tuning of the
inductance L, this is granted by a control law called relative
phase adaptation, that consist in the adjustment between the
phase of the velocity of displacement of the structure v(t)
and the phase of the current in the inductor IL for −π/2.
see equation (11). Where gLP (t) represents the response of a
low-pass filter. The ∗ indicate a convolution operation in time
domain, which it implies a simple multiplication in frequency
domain. [6].
d
L (t) = α (gLP (t) ∗ [v (t) · IL (t)])
(11)
dt

For a better application on an analog circuit, it’s possible
make an algebraic manipulation of this control law in
parameters more easily measurement like the structural
deformation x(t) and the voltage in the inductor UL . As
shows in equation (12). α and γ are adjustment constants of
the tuning rate.
The relative phase adaptation law is calculated then.
d
L (t) = γ (gLP (t) ∗ [x (t) · UL (t)])
dt
B. Piezo-shunt absorber array

(12)

For the implementation of dynamic vibrations damping, we
have to make an array of two stages, one formed by the
piezoelectric transducers an the outer the shunt circuit RL.
The two piezoelectric patches are attached to the plate top
and bottom for sensing and actuating performance. The shunt
circuit, then connects to the patches and is tuned for a desired
resonance frequency. The piezo-shunt absorber is mounted to
the structure as shown in fig 5. The PZT2 patch act like a
sensor and the PZT1 like actuator that make the damping.
The parameters like the velocity of displacement v(t) and the
structural deformation x(t) can be sensed, then the voltage Uc
can be measured for checking the good performance of the
piezo-shunt array.
C. Simulation of Piezo-shunt absorber
To analyze the performance of the piezo-shunt absorber for
active vibrations damping, it simulates the shunt RL circuit
on Saber® [6] and construct the array shows before. The
simulation takes the equation (11) for the original relative
phase adaptation law.
At first it began Uc with a proposal value of 35v, start from
this value the excitation of the plate to start to vibrate and
the signal for the velocity of displacement v(t) it increases.
The adaptation of the circuit works then and Uc up to 45v automatically for suppressing fast and efficiently the vibrations.
The damping converges fast at the order of milliseconds and
signal of v(t)I(t) converge to zero. As shown on fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Piezo-shunt response.

V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the experimental test, it was mounted an experimental
platform for analyzing the square plate in the presence of
vibrations and find its natural frequencies where the plate
enter in resonances. The platform is formed by a mechanical
shaker device Labworks Inc.® ET-139 that excite the plate
with controlled vibrations in a range of frequencies desired.
The shaker is powered by an amplifier Labworks Inc.® pa-138
for managing the gain of intensity of vibrations. To excite
the amplifier and the shaker, we use a PC connected to a
Sensoray® 626 card that provide an analog output, which can
interpret the signal coming from a block diagram makes in
Simulink®. The experimental platform is described in Fig.7.

Fig. 7. Experimental platform.

To data acquisition it was used a couple of Kistler®
accelerometers type 8640A10 and 8640A50 attached to the
plate. The accelerometers were read by a Kistler® analyzer
LabAmp type 5165A [11],and the data were analyzed by its
own software and KST® software.
The test consists in a sinusoidal frequency sweep in a
range of 0 to 1 Khz, due to the bandwidth range operation
of the analog card. This sweep was applied to the square
plate mounted into the shaker in horizontal position, fixed
only by the center. The plate then is monitored for observing
its behavior during the frequency sweep and find this way
its natural frequencies in the range of frequency tested. Its
possible, observe visually also its modals modes associated.

Were performed several testing located the accelerometers
in different places inside the plate and runs the same frequency
sweep. Both accelerometers obtain the same natural frequencies with a slight difference in amplitude according to the
positions of sensing.
With the data acquired was possible perform an FRF of
the square plate that shows its natural frequencies. The test’s
results show that this kind of structure has a several set
of natural frequencies, that’s why is necessary choose the
MSRF with high amplitudes that represent the most harmful
resonances for the structure that may cause more structural
damage of bending or deformation. The amplitudes considered
for selection are 1.5 G (G forces) or higher. The test shows
that this MSRF its find in low range located between 0 to 350
Hz. In higher frequencies, the plate present buzzing sounds
during resonances and cause less mechanical deformation by
the vibrations. Thus, the MSRF found was 7, and its values
are shown in fig 8.

Fig. 8. Experimental FRF of square plate.

VI. M ODAL ANALYSIS OF SQUARE PLATE
A modal analysis of the square plate structure is needed in a
way for analyzing the mechanical behavior of the plate during
vibrations and find its modal modes for a better comprehension
of the structure [8]. The analysis was performed by the
finite element method, discretizing the area and degrees of
freedom (DOF) of the structure for simplifying its analysis
and calculate its modal modes numerically. The modal analysis
was made by ANSYS® Workbench [10]. This method shows
that is possible encounter also the MSRF associated with its
respective modal mode, with the help and power of computing
and numerical tools, without the need of having physically the
structure.
The physical properties considered for the modal analysis
were mentioned before in the description structure section
and are the same parameters. The boundary conditions for
the analysis was centered fixed and total perimeter released.
As we check in the experimental test, the square plate
structure has a several set of natural frequencies and hence
several sets of modal modes associated, but for the modal
analysis in this work we considered calculate the first 30 modal
modes in the range of 0 to 350 Hz for finding its MSRF. The
7 MSRF encounters in the experimental test, can obtain too
(in the proximity) in the modal analysis. The 7 modal modes
or modal shapes associated to this MSRF resulting from the
finite element analysis made by Ansys® can appreciate in the
a,b,c,d,e,f,g shapes in Fig 9.

a) 58.20 Hz

the help of computing numerical software. This method offers
a practical alternative fast and reliable for analysing this MSRF
in big and complex structures depending of the robustness of
computing power. Permitting design the adequate piezo-shunt
circuit for each desired frequency for its field application later.

b) 85.01 Hz
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c) 96.23 Hz

d) 113.17 Hz

e) 138.05 Hz

f) 203.74 Hz

g) 259.47 Hz
Fig. 9. Modal modes of the MSRF of square plate.

The Table 1 describes a comparison of results on the
frequencies found in modal analysis and experimental tests.
This shows the percentage absolute error for each MSRF. The
variation, it’s due that in the modal analysis don’t contemplate
more parameters like gravity, air density, moisture, friction
forces in the shaker, and so on. However the set of 7 MSRF
appears in both lists with a percentage mean absolute error
of 3.17 %.
Most Significatives Resonant Frequencies (Hz)
Modal
Analysis
58.20
85.01
96.23
113.17
138.05
203.74
Experimental
Test
61.20
85.64
98.87
128.29
138.04
204.16
Porcentual
Abs Error %
4.902
0.735
2.670
11.786
0.007
0.205
Table 1. The plate’s 7 MSRF.

259.47
254.63
1.900

With this 7 MSRF, can pick some of them for working with
the piezo-shunt absorbers for tuning and damping this harmful
resonant frequencies.
The testing of that part of the experiment with the piezoelectric patch attached to the plate and connected to the shunt
circuits, will be performed in a soon advance of this work.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
As we saw, the strategy of the piezo-shunt absorber for
vibrations damping is a control method that can be practical, cheaper, easy of implementation and reliable. For the
implementation is needed to know the most harmful resonant
frequencies that affect a structure and desire damping effect
of some in particular. Then we can tunnig the piezo-shunt
absorber for each MSRF desired. The finite element method
show that is a powerful tool when we need makes calculus with
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